CALLS FOR ARTICLES FOR IEEE CS PUBLICATIONS

*IT Professional* seeks papers related to all aspects of IT asset management.

The goals of ITAM are to uncover savings through process improvement, support strategic decision making, gain control of and manage inventory, and reduce risk through standardization and loss detection.

The guest editors of *IT Pro’s* July/August 2010 issue welcome case studies, articles on best practices, experience reports, and research summaries related to ITAM.

Articles are due by 1 December. Visit www2.computer.org/portal/web/computingnow/itcfp4 to view the complete call for papers.

CALLS FOR PAPERS


CALLS FOR PAPERS

9-11 Nov: ECOWS 2009, IEEE European Conf. on Web Services, Eindhoven, Netherlands; http://is.ieis.tue.nl/ecows09


23-26 Nov: ATS 2009, Asian Test Symp., Taichung, Taiwan; http://ats09.nchu.edu.tw


27-28 Nov: WRTL T 2009, 10th IEEE Workshop on RTL and High-Level Testing, Hong Kong; http://conferences.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/wrtl09

DECEMBER 2009

1-4 Dec: CloudCom 2009, First Int’l Conf. on Cloud Computing, Beijing; www.cloudcom.org


6-9 Dec: ICDM 2009, Int’l Conf. on Data Mining, Miami; www.cs.umbc.edu/ICDM09


9-11 Dec: e-Science 2009, IEEE Int’l Conf. on E-Science, Snowbird, Utah; www.oerc.ox.ac.uk/ieee